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nuclear materials the nuclear weapon archive - 6 4 other materials some other materials of special interest for nuclear
weapons use are listed below 6 4 1 beryllium be beryllium element 4 is named after the mineral beryl which is a natural ore
beryllium aluminum silicate be3al2 sio3 6 aquamarine and emerald are precious forms of this mineral, nuclear reactor
fissile and fertile materials - nuclear reactor fissile and fertile materials all heavy nuclides have the ability to fission when
in an excited state but only a few fission readily and consistently when struck by slow low energy neutrons such species of
atoms are called fissile the most prominently utilized fissile nuclides in the nuclear industry are uranium 233 233u uranium
235 235u plutonium 239 239pu and, nuclear reactors nuclear power plant nuclear reactor - references notes general
references wilson p d the nuclear fuel cycle oup 1996 alex p meshik the workings of an ancient nuclear reactor scientific
american 26 january 2009 originally published in the october 2005 edition of scientific american evelyn mervine nature s
nuclear reactors the 2 billion year old natural fission reactors in gabon western africa scientific american, advanced nuclear
power reactors generation iii nuclear - the nuclear power industry has been developing and improving reactor technology
for more than five decades and is starting to build the next generation of nuclear power reactors to fill orders now
materialising, nuclear fission reactions equations nuclear power energy - 9 nuclear fission reactions nuclear power
energy resources when large atomic nuclei are hit with slow moving neutrons they can become highly unstable if the
neutron is absorbed by the nucleus the larger unstable nucleus breaks into two smaller daughter nuclei and also release
more neutrons as well as beta and alpha particles and gamma, nuclear reactor definition history components - nuclear
reactor any of a class of devices that can initiate and control a self sustaining series of nuclear fissions nuclear reactors are
used as research tools as systems for producing radioactive isotopes and most prominently as energy sources for nuclear
power plants, reactors cores reactor vessels nuclear tourist - function regardless of type a nuclear reactor has 3 major
functions to produce the heat and transfer that heat to the coolant to maintain a pressure boundary so the coolant is not lost
and, basic design atomic rockets the weird world of - for some good general notes on designing spacecraft in general
read rick robinson s rocketpunk manifesto essay on spaceship design 101 also worth reading are rick s essays on
constructing things in space and the price of a spaceship for some good general notes on making a fusion powered
spacecraft you might want to read application of recommended design practices for conceptual nuclear, the canadian
coalition for nuclear responsibility ccnr - ccnr is a not for profit organization federally incorporated in 1978 it is dedicated
to education and research on all issues related to nuclear energy whether civilian or military including non nuclear
alternatives especially those pertaining to canada, how it works water for nuclear union of concerned - nuclear power
plants generate almost one fifth of the electricity produced in the united states the nuclear power cycle uses water in three
major ways extracting and processing uranium fuel producing electricity and controlling wastes and risks nuclear reactors
generating electricity in the
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